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I. I NTRODUCTION
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The Clock Constraint Specification Language (CCSL) is
a declarative formal language [1] initially introduced in the
UML MARTE profile [2]. CCSL allows to manipulate Logical
Time [3], [4] with both asynchronous and synchronous constraints. It is based on the notion of logical clocks, which are
an ordered set of instants. CCSL defines constraints over these
instants to specify partial orders, possibly with synchronous
relations between some instants [5]. Globally, it is used to
equip engineering models with an abstract representation of
their behavior. More precisely it has been used in several
domains to formally specify the behaviors of models or the
concurrent and timed aspects of language operational semantics, at different abstraction levels [6]–[12]. TimeSquare [13] is
a tool that implements the operational semantics of CCSL [14].
It simulates a CCSL specification and proposes a specific total
order (i.e., a trace) of, possibly synchronous, event occurrences
that satisfies the CCSL specification. The choice between the
acceptable ordering of clock instants is done according to a
specific simulation policy (e.g., random choice or maximum
synchronous instants). CCSL was used to express the behavior
of many kinds of models, being hardware, software or a
mixed of them. In such models, the notion of exclusive shared
resource (i.e., , that can be accessed by only one user at a
time) is often required. In CCSL it is successfully modeled
by conflicts between the clocks that use the shared resource.
However, the operational semantics does not allow to specify
the priority between the clocks that use the shared resource.
More generally, when different clock instants are exclusive
(i.e., they can not be synchronous), it is not possible to
express which total order must be preferably chosen during
a simulation. The notion of priority between CCSL clocks

is missing. There exist multiple approaches to define priority
in formal languages specifying partial orders. For instance
Petri Nets defines a notion of Priority in [15]. However, Petri
Net simulations being asynchronous, we cannot reuse their
algorithm based on decision graphs. There exist approaches
from synchronous languages to define the notion of priority.
For instance SyncCharts [16], [17] (or Esterel [18]) defines the
notion of priority between transitions outgoing the same state.
In this case all the transitions are exclusive and the priority
specification is a total order between these transitions. In this
specific case the solving mechanism consists in choosing the
transition with the highest priority. This is too specific to be
reused in the CCSL priority mechanism since clocks are not
always conflicting (but some of their instants can, depending
on the specification). Additionally, we prefer, like in Petri
net to defines priorities by a partial order to avoid being
too restrictive. In this paper define the notion of priority on
CCSL clocks and we prove a mechanism based on Decision
Graph to prune, at each step of the simulation, non desired
solutions according to a priority specification. Additionally, we
prove the correctness of an algorithm to efficiently implement
the priority solving. Finally we implemented the algorithm in
the TimeSquare tool so that various domain specific priority
mechanisms can be encoded from the primitive notion of
priority introduced in this paper. After a quick reminder
on CCSL, the proposed priority mechanisms are formally
defined and an algorithm to solve the priority is given. Then
integration in TimeSquare is quickly defined and related works
are described before to conclude.
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Abstract—The Clock Constraint Specification Language
(CCSL) offers constructs for expressing chronological and causal
relations on events of an embedded system. CCSL simulator,
TimeSquare allows one to visualize executions of the specified
systems by determining step by step sets of synchronously
occurring events. When several different sets of events are
possible at a given step, the simulator uses a global simulation
policy to choose one. However, this mechanism does not consider
any priority between events. Inspired by priority in Petri nets, we
show how to formally define a priority system supporting possibly
synchronous partial orders of events. Both formal definitions and
an efficient implementation are presented.

II. CCSL AND T IME S QUARE
a) Overview of CCSL: CCSL is a formal language first
introduced in MARTE profile for UML. It offers a set of
constructs to specify causal and timed relations on events.
The language is based on the notion of logical clock which is
an ordered set of instants. Clocks can be mapped on events,
which are an ordered set of event occurrences. Instants do not
carry values. CCSL relations define constraints on the instants
of different clocks. We introduce in this paper only a subset
of the CCSL operators, which is sufficient to illustrate our
purpose. However, all the upcoming developments are valid
for the full language. For a complete and formal definition of
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the subclock relation a ⊂ b which means that the
instants of clock a always occur simultaneously with an
instant of clock b.
the coincidence relation a = b which means that there
is a one-one correspondence between the instants of a
and b
the exclusion relation a # b which means that instants
of a and b never occurs simultaneously.

III. S IMULATING PRIORITIES IN CCSL
In the previous section, we reminded that the state of
the clocks at each step (ticking or not) is defined by the
solution of a Boolean formula. Applying priority boils down
to restrict the set of solutions with respect to priority rules.
We want to define a notion of priority inspired from classical
priorities in transition systems (see e.g. Petri nets [15]).
Informally, in a step “a clock cannot tick while another clock
of higher priority can tick”. This definition is very natural
in asynchronous systems where causality is considered as
sequentiality; but it is less intuitive in a synchronous (or in
a mixed) paradigm. Because Binary Decision Diagram lacks
the notion of sequentiality / causality needed to express the
priorities, we transformed the problem in order to obtain,
for each step, a sequential process where priorities can be
applied. A clock state assignment will be valid if it can be
obtained incrementally by a sequence respecting the priority
rules. However, in the resulting assignment all the clocks
that tick does it simultaneously. This notion of causality in
a logical instant is used in several other languages like for
instance Esterel [18] or VHDL [20]. Considering this, our
notion of priority can be informally understood like this: “in
a synchronous step, a clock cannot be valuated while a clock
of higher priority has not been valuated first”.
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The language also allows to build new clocks using clock
expressions like the classical union and intersection operators
respectively denoted by a + b and a ∗ b, the strict sample
operators a  b or the preemption a b. A clock expression
defines an implicit clock. The instants of the clock corresponding to the union a + b coincide with an instant of a, of b, or
with both and every instant of a and b coincides with an instant
of a + b. The intersection a ∗ b has a set of instants that can
be mapped to the instants of a that coincides with some instant
of b. The sample expression a  b represents the subclock of
b that ticks if a has occurred at least once since the last tick
of b. The preemption a b coincides with all the instants of
a until the first occurrence of b and then never occurs again.
A clock expression can be assigned to a clock name using a
clock definition of the form c , expr and this name can be
reused in other expressions or relations. A CCSL specification
is a set of clock definitions and clock relations seen as a
conjunction of constraints. For simplicity, we have introduced
here index independent constraints (that do not depend on the
number of past occurrences of clocks). CCSL has also index
dependent relations and expressions such that precedence or
least/upper bound.
b) Simulation
with
TimeSquare:
The
tool
TimeSquare [13](http://timesquare.inria.fr) provides a solver
to simulate CCSL specifications and to represent the result as
VCD (Value Change Dump, IEEE Standard 1364). To do so,
TimeSquare identifies clocks to Boolean variables. At every
simulation step, a clock ticks if its corresponding variable is
set to true. As a consequence, the relations between clocks
in a simulation step can be expressed by Boolean formulas
between the corresponding variables [14]. For instance,
coincidence relation corresponds at every simulation step
to an equivalence a ⇔ b and exclusion to a disjunction
¬a ∨ ¬b. As far as expressions are concerned, the underlying
clock a + b is equivalent to the Boolean expression a ∨ b
and the intersection a ∗ b to a ∧ b. Some CCSL constraints
have different interpretations depending on the context. For
instance, the preemption a b is equivalent to a if b has never
occurred and is always false after that. The strict sampling
a  b corresponds to false if a has not occurred since the last
occurrence of the underlying clock and is equal to b otherwise.
The operational semantics of TimeSquare introduced in [14]
follows the intuition above. The semantics is described by
a set of Boolean interpretations of the constraints, possibly
depending on the context, and rewriting rules to update the

context. We do not develop here this whole semantics. What is
important for the understanding of the following proposition
is that, at each step the set of constraints is translated into a
conjunction of Boolean formula. This formula represents the
whole set of acceptable valuation for the clocks with respect
to the CCSL specification and the context. The simulator
chooses one solution of this formula, which defines the state
of the clocks at this step (ticking or not). Then the context is
updated by applying the rewriting rules. Note that, when the
state of the context is bounded, then TimeSquare can compute
the whole state space representing all the acceptable solutions
of the specification as a graph. When for a given step the
Boolean formula has various solutions, the simulator makes
a choice according to a global simulation policy chosen by
the user. This policy can be for instance a random choice
between all possible solutions, or a random choice between
the set of maximal solutions (ASAP policy). What is missing
is a mechanism to guide the choice according to priority rules
between the clocks. Such a mechanism has many natural
applications in system design like for instance, when events
represent operating system task executions or more generally
when they represent the access to a shared resource. The
remainder of this paper is illustrated by a minimal example.

t

CCSL, see for instance [19] or [14]. CCSL contains a set of
clock relations such as:

A. Decision graph for Boolean formulas
We start by defining a sequential process for choosing an
assignment satisfying a given Boolean formula. Let φ be a
Boolean formula and Vφ the variables used in φ. Given a
variable x in Vφ we say that
• x is fixed in φ iff the value of x in all the solutions of φ
is always the same,

x is undetermined in φ iff it is not fixed.

Proposition III.1. A Boolean formula φ is satisfied by an
assignment v on Vφ iff it is recognized by the decision graph
Gφ .
1) Proof.: By construction, every assignment recognized
by Gφ satisfies the formula. Let us consider a path from the
initial state to an accepting state ψ and L the set of variables
labeling the path. The construction implies that ψ ≡ φL . By
definition, v must assign the right value for the variables that
are fixed in ψ (c.f. (C1)) v(x) = 0 for every x ∈ Uψ (c.f.
(C2)). Since ψ is accepting, we can deduce that v satisfies ψ.
Now, if we consider thatVψ ≡ φL , it must be the case that v
satisfies φ iff v satisfies x∈L x ∧ ψ. Since by condition (C3)
v(x) = 1 for every x ∈ L this property holds.
Conversely, suppose that an assignment v satisfies φ. Let x
be a variable of Uφ such that v(x) = 1. By construction, φx is
a successor of φ and we can easily check that v satisfies φx .
We can repeat this operation until we reach a state ψ such that
for every x ∈ Uψ we have v(x) = 0. Since in the operation we
only visit formulas that are satisfied by v, v satisfies also ψ. As
a consequence ψ is an accepting state because the restriction
of v on the variables of ψ assigns 0 to all the undetermined
variables. Moreover, it is obvious that v assigns the right value
to the variables of Fψ . Finally, every variable of Uφ that is not
forced in ψ is equal to 1 iff it labels the path we have built.
Indeed, for every variable of Uφ \ Fψ two cases may arise:
• Either the variable has been chosen in the path and so its
value is 1 in v.
• Or the variable has not been chosen and is still undetermined in ψ. Then its value in v is 0 since in ψ every
x ∈ Uψ is such that v(x) = 0 by hypothesis.
So we can conclude.
As a consequence, choosing a solution of φ is equivalent to
choose a path in Gφ from the node φ to some accepting state.
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We denote respectively by Fφ and Uφ the set of fixed and
undetermined variables in φ.
According to the definitions above, choosing a solution of
φ means to choose an assignment for the variables in Uφ
(we have no choice for the variables in Fφ ). Because the
variables in Uφ can be logically linked by φ, the order in which
variables are assigned is important. We want to consider every
assignment orders on the variables of Uφ that are assigned the
value true (corresponding to the clocks ticking). Then, the next
step is to reject the assignments for which the order does not
respects the notion of priority as defined at the beginning of
the section.
The set of assignments satisfying φ can be represented by a
decision graph, i.e., a set of nodes and a set of edges between a
source and a target node. For each edge, we choose a variable
x in Uφ and set its value. As the application of priorities
depend only on the presence of a clock, we consider only
the case where the variable is set to true (the other case will
be taken into account later in the acceptance condition). The
target node is then the cofactor φx and we can iterate the
process until the set of undefined variables is empty. We recall
that the cofactor φx (resp. φx ) of φ wrt x is the formula
obtained by replacing x by 1 (resp. 0) in φ. By extension,
given a set of variables X we denote by φX (resp. φX ) the
formula obtained by replacing every variable in X by 1 (resp.
0) in φ.
Formally, we build an acyclic graph Gφ = (N, E) such that
N is a set of Boolean formulas and E a set of edges labeled by
variables of φ. The sets N and E are inductively defined as the
minimal sets such that φ ∈ N (φ is called the initial node) and
x
for every ψ ∈ N and every x ∈ Uψ we have ψ →
− ψx belongs
to E and ψx ∈ N . This construction always terminates since
the set of undetermined variables strictly decreases in ψx .
Note that for every node ψ ∈ N , each outgoing edge
corresponds to the assignment of a variable of Uψ to true. So
all the paths starting from the node φ corresponds to solutions
where at least one variable of Uψ is true. If we do not want to
forget a valid solution we also have to consider the potential
solutions where no variable of Uψ is true. So, we say that
a state ψ ∈ N is accepting iff the valuation that assigns 0
to every undetermined variable of ψ (and the right value to
the fixed variables) satisfies ψ. Nodes where all variables are
fixed are obviously accepting according to this definition. The
different assignments represented by the decision graph is thus
defined as follows.

Actually, the conditions (C1), (C2) and (C3) define the whole
assignment. Indeed, we can show that Uψ ]Fψ ]L is a partition
of Vφ where L is the set of variables labeling the path from φ
to ψ. If a variable is chosen in the path then it does not belong
to ψ which is obtained by substituting the variables of L by
1 in φ. So Vψ = Vφ \ L. Then Vψ can also be partitioned into
Uψ and Fψ since a variable is either fixed or undetermined.
We can then establish the correspondence between the set
of assignments satisfying a formula and its decision graph.
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Definition III.1. Let φ be a Boolean formula; v an assignment
on Vφ and v(x) the valuation of the variable x ∈ φ. We say
that v is recognized by Gφ iff there is a path from the initial
node to an accepting node ψ in Gφ such that
(C1) every fixed variable of ψ has the right value,
(C2) for every x ∈ Uψ we have v(x) = 0,
(C3) for every variable x labeling an edge of the path we
have v(x) = 1.

B. Definition of priorities
Now we want to restrict the decision graph so that the
remaining assignments respects the priority rules. We define a
priority set P over a set of variables V to be a strict partial
order relation on V ×V . Each element of P is called a priority
rule and is denoted by x > y iff x has priority on y. In this
case we also say that x has higher priority than y. By definition
P is transitive, irreflexive and asymmetric.
Let P be a priority set on the variables of φ. We consider
that the set of undetermined variables in the formula associated
to each step is the set of clocks that would like to tick. So,
applying the priorities remains to prevent at this step to choose

a variable if another variable of higher priority can be chosen
instead. For every variable x in Vφ , we say that x is a P candidate in φ iff it is undetermined in φ and no variable of φ
with higher priority than x in P is undetermined. We denote
by C(φ,P ) the set of P -candidates in φ.
As a consequence, applying priorities on a decision graph is
equivalent to remove the transitions such that the label is not a
P -candidate in the formula associated to the state it leaves. We
denote this graph by Gφ,P and we define the set of solutions of
φ respecting the priority rules to be the assignments recognized
by Gφ,P .
Definition III.2. Let φ be a Boolean formula and P a priority
set. An assignment v satisfies φ according to P iff v is
recognized by Gφ,P .
Minimum Illustrative Example: We consider the following
CCSL specification:
b # c

Ψ(φ, P ) = 1

b
φb ≡ ¬a ∧ ¬c
U φb = ∅
C(φb , P ) = ∅

φa ≡ ¬b
Uφa = {c}
c

_
x∈C(φ,P )

(x∧Ψ(φx , P ))∨

^

x∈Uφ

¬x∧φ

otherwise.

The first line states that there is no constraint to impose on
φ if there is no priority rule to respect. In the second line, the
left part of the disjunction corresponds to all the variables that
we can choose according to P . We compute recursively Ψ on
the cofactor φx and P . Similarly to the construction of Gφ,P ,
this part only considers the cases where atVleast an element
of C(φ,P ) is true. So we have to add also x∈Uφ ¬x ∧ φ to
the disjunction, which corresponds to the case where every
element of Uφ is false (c.f. accepting states in Gφ,P ). We now
prove the correctness of this construction.

c

dr

φ ≡ (¬a ∨ ¬b) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬c)
Uφ = {a, b, c}
C(φ, P ) = {b, c}
a

Ψ(φ, P ) =

af

This example is encoded by the CCSL semantics into the
formula φ ≡ (¬a ∨ ¬b) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬c). From this formula, we
derived the decision graph of Figure 1. We have added in
the labels of nodes the set of undetermined variables of the
formulas as well as the set of its P-Candidates. Every state is
accepting. If we consider the priority set P = {b > a} (i.e., b
prevails on a) then the left part of the graph must be removed
in order to obtain Gφ,P . The reader can notice that we do not
force b to be chosen in the solution since both b and c are in
C(φ,P ) 1 .

if Uφ = C(φ,P )

t

a # b

Informally, Ψ(φ, P ) is defined recursively and follows steps
similar to the construction of Gφ,P . However, there is a
difference in the halting condition. In Figure 1, one can notice
that the successors of the node φc are not needed since no
priority rule can be applied (i.e., Uφc = C(φc ,P ) ). As a
consequence, we are sure that all the solution of φc will be
valid wrt the priority set and we can stop the computation.
The set of solutions of φ associated to such a node is thus the
set of solutions of the conjunction of the variables labeling the
path from the initial node and the remaining cofactor. Since
the cofactor itself is computed by setting the variables of φ on
the path from the initial node to true, we can actually replace
the cofactor by φ in the conjunction. We take this remark into
account in order to avoid useless computations and combines
partial assignments with the initial formula in order to get the
set of solutions that respects P .
Formally, the function Ψ(φ, P ) is defined by:

φc ≡ ¬b
Uφc = {a}
C(φc , P ) = {a}
a

φac ≡ ¬b
Uφac = ∅
C(φac , P ) = ∅
Fig. 1. Decision Graph

C. Algorithm
In practice, it is not convenient to compute and handle the
graph Gφ,P . We propose to express the restrictions imposed
by the priority set on φ by another Boolean formula Ψ(φ, P ).
The goal is that the set of assignments satisfying φ ∧ Ψ(φ, P )
will be equal to the set of assignment satisfying φ according
to P . The gain is also that we will manipulate only Boolean
formulas (actually BDDs) in TimeSquare.
1 In other words, we are not in the SyncChart case where priority specification is a total order including all undetermined clocks and then the resolution
mechanism from SyncChart is not appropriate

Lemma III.1. For every formula φ and priority set P , the set
of solutions of Ψ(φ, P ) ∧ φ is exactly the set of assignments
recognized by Gφ,P .

Proof: Suppose that an assignment is recognized by Gφ,P .
As Gφ,P is a restriction of Gφ this assignment must satisfy
φ by Proposition III.1. We just have to show that v satisfies
Ψ(φ, P ).
Consider a path recognizing v. If there is no state ψ in this
path such that Uψ = C(ψ,P ) then we consider the final state ψf
of the path.VIf v is accepted then ψf is an accepting state and
v satisfies x∈Uψ ¬x ∧ ψf . Since we are in the case where
f
Uψf 6= C(ψf ,P ) , we can deduce that v satisfies Ψ(ψf , P ) (see
the last part of the conjunction). If there are states ψ in the
path such that Uψ = C(ψ,P ) then we set ψf to be the first
state of the path verifying this property. Obviously, v satisfies
Ψ(ψf , P ) which is equal to 1 in this case.
Now suppose that a state ψ in the subpath between the
initial state and ψf is such that v satisfies Ψ(ψ, P ). Consider
its predecessor ψ 0 in this subpath and x the P -candidate in ψ
labeling the edge from ψ 0 to ψ. By definition we have ψx0 ≡
ψ and v(x) = 1 because x labels the path recognizing v.
Using the induction hypothesis we can deduce that v satisfies

x ∧ Ψ(ψx0 , P ). According to our choice of ψf , we know that
Uψ0 6= C(ψ0 ,P ) so Ψ(ψ 0 , P ) is equal to
_
^
(x ∧ Ψ(ψx0 , P )) ∨
¬x ∧ φ.
x∈Uψ0

IV. I NTEGRATION TO T IME S QUARE
The decision graph defined in section III-A to define properly the notion of priority makes explicit all the schedules
(i.e., the solutions of a given simulation step) of φ with
respect to P as paths of the graph. The algorithm proposed in
section III-C keeps them implicit as the valuations satisfying
Ψ(φ, P ) ∧ φ and stops when Uφ = C(φ, P ), so that some
clocks are left undetermined. Originally in TimeSquare, the
choice of undetermined clocks was done according to a
specific simulation policy. We want to keep this mechanism
the same when priorities are defined. We consequently implemented a software module in TimeSquare that implements the
algorithm of section III-C. This module is inserted between the
construction of φ and its use by the simulation policy. More
precisely, since TimesSquare is based on Binary Decision
Diagrams (BDD), it takes as input the BDD representing all
the solutions of the CCSL specification at a given simulation
step and provides in output the BDD restricted according to
the priority specification. Note that, by construction the new
BDD is a restriction of the previous one.
In our first integration, the priorities are specified by using a
textual language. Consequently, the priorities are static along
the simulation. The priority language has been defined by
using XText(http://eclipse.org/xtext) so that we took benefits
from edition facilities (completion, on the fly syntax checking,
error report, etc). All the algorithms presented in this paper
are already implemented and integrated in the last version of
TimeSquare.
User Friendliness: While the definition of priority and the
associated algorithm are sound, it can be tedious for a user
to define priorities correctly due to the synchronous nature of
CCSL. For instance, if we consider example from section III-B
extended with a third clock d, which coincides with a:

dr
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Since x∧Ψ(ψx0 , P ) is a disjunct of this formula (x is C(ψ0 ,P ) ),
the assignment v satisfies Ψ(ψ 0 , P ). By induction, we can then
conclude that the state φ which is the first node of the path is
such that v satisfies Ψ(φ, P ).
Conversely, suppose that an assignment v satisfies Ψ(φ, P )∧
φ. We first suppose that Uφ 6= C(φ,P ) and that there exists
x ∈ C(φ,P ) such that v(x) = 1. In Gφ,P , φx is a successor of
φ and v satisfies φx . Moreover, by hypothesis v satisfies also
Ψ(φ, P ). Since Uφ 6= C(φ,P ) and v(x) = 1 this implies that
v must satisfies x ∧ Ψ(φx , P ). We can repeat this operation
until we reach a state ψ such that Uψ = C(ψ,P ) or for every
x ∈ C(ψ,P ) we have v(x) = 0.
Suppose that we stop the process in a state ψ where
Uψ = C(ψ,P ) .We can easily check that for every cofactor ψx
we will also have Uψx = C(ψx ,P ) . By induction, this means
that the subgraph starting from ψ is actually equivalent to the
graph without priorities Gψ . In the path we have built, we have
proved that at each step v satisfies the state. So v satisfies ψ
and by Proposition III.1 the restriction of v on Vψ is accepted
by Gψ . We consider a path accepting the restriction of v in the
subgraph corresponding to Gψ and we append it to the path
we have built in the first part. We can prove that this path is
accepting for v. The only variables that are in Vφ and not in
ψ are those that have been chosen in the first part since we
have computed successive cofactors. As a consequence:
• (C1) and (C2) are deduced from the fact that the path
from ψ is accepting for the restriction of v on Vψ
• The value assigned by v to the variables labeling the first
part of the path is 1 by construction. For the second part
of the path, it is also the case because it is recognized by
Gψ . So condition (C3) also holds.
Thus in this case v is recognized by Gφ,P .
Now suppose that we stop the process in a step where
v(x) = 0 for every x ∈ C(ψ,P ) and Uψ 6= C(ψ,P ) . At
each step, we preserve the fact that v satisfies the successor
and the application of Ψ on this successor. So v satisfies
ψ ∧ Ψ(ψ, P ). According to the definition of Ψ(ψ, P ) when
Uψ 6= C(ψ,P ) and the fact that v(x)
V = 0 for every x ∈ C(ψ,P ) ,
the assignment v must satisfy x∈Uψ ¬x ∧ ψ. Moreover v
satisfies also ψ so it assigns the right values to fixed variables.
So we can easily deduce that the state is accepting and that v
is recognized by Gφ,P .
By definition, the following corollary then holds.

t

x∈C(ψ0 ,P )

the priority set we may compute all the possible interleavings
between these variables but the results will be identical. We
are currently investigating ways to improve the efficiency of
the algorithm by avoiding this kind of useless computations.

Corollary III.1. Given a formula φ and priority set P , the
set of assignments satisfying φ according to P is equal to the
set of solutions of Ψ(φ, P ) ∧ φ.
Note that despite we stop the computation when no priority
is needed any more, the computation of Ψ(φ, P ) still contains
redundant steps. Indeed, when variables are independent wrt

d = a

a # b

b # c

b>a

In this case, at the root of the decision graph, d ∈ C(φ, P )
and then it can be chosen, implying that a is present while
b is not. This behavior is correct but from a user point of
view, experiments in our team shown that it is counter intuitive
and what users had in mind was a propagation of priority
through synchronous relations. For this reason we proposed
to programmatically complete the priority specification by
propagating the priorities through synchronous relations. We
implemented such propagation based on the clock graph
already provided by TimeSquare (see [13] section 3.1 for
details about clock graph). In this example the inferred priority
would be “b > d”.
Beyond Static Priority: TimeSquare is an extensible framework where simulation policy and some backends can be easily
plugged to fit specific domain of use (a backend is a module
that can register and react to clock tickings). Additionally,

V. R ELATED W ORK
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•
b

c

Fig. 2. Petri net with priority

dr

•
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Our notion of priority is inspired from priority in Petri nets.
Petri nets priorities represent a partial order defined locally
between transitions. Additionally, a transition not subject to
a priority has a priority less than the transition with highest
priority. Also, a transition cannot be fired if another transition
of higher priority is enabled (i.e., all the input places of this
transition have a token). Consider for instance the Petri net
in Fig. 2. Transition b has priority on a (represented by the
dashed arrow). So a cannot be fired since b is enabled. If we
forget the right part of the Petri net, the only solution is to fire
b. However, it is not forbidden to fire c. In that case a can be
fired after c since b is not enabled any more. This does not
violate the priority since a cannot be blamed of preventing b
in presence of c. Thus the valid marking are those obtained
after firing no transition, firing b only, firing c only or firing c
and, later, a. The only invalid terminal configuration is the one
where a is fired first since it clearly violates the priority. Fig. 2

reify important constructions into a dedicated language to be
integrated in TimeSquare.

t

there is no need in the actual implementation for priorities to
be static, they can be changed between each simulation steps
without any change in the algorithm. These two features open
the way to the definition of existing domain specific dynamic
priority mechanisms like EDF (Earliest Deadline First [21]) or
more exotic ones. For these reasons, we added to the current
CCSL solver an interface that enables setting the priority data
structure between each simulation step.

could be represented by the formula φ ≡ (¬a∨¬b)∧(¬b∨¬c)
where b has priority on a which we note b > a. This is then
the same example as in section III-B.
The notion of priority was already studied in synchronous
languages like SyncCharts [16] or Esterel [18]. Their definition
of priority were different since it represented a total order
between enabled entities (either transitions in SyncCharts or
clocks in Esterel) so that solving priorities was done by
choosing the one with the highest priority. However, we
were also inspired by the notion of topological sort done in
synchronous languages to solve the resolution of schedules in
synchronous steps. Somehow, our use of the decision graph
or the equivalent algorithm is a way to realize a topological
sort dedicated to the resolution of priorities.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper formalizes the notion of priority in possibly
synchronous partial orders. Applied to CCSL, it defines an
algorithm to efficiently solve the priority during the simulation.
Such mechanisms are implemented in TimeSquare. Further
experimentation can be found on http://timesquare.inria.fr. As
a main future work, we plan to implement well known priority
based scheduling algorithm as TimeSquare backends and to

